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         Eight miles from downtown, 
Des Moines has one last fling, then 
expires. Beyond the last-chance 
miscellanea of Motel 6, Budget 
Storage, the airport, Dairy Queen, 
and a car junkyard, the city gives out 
and the great plains rush 

in.  Cornfields in winter, full of gold stubble and with snow in the troughs, 
run to the horizon in every direction.  There are silos, frozen lakes, bare 
orchards.  To the southeast, twin towers stand like castle turrets in the 
haze:  the immense grain elevator and flour mill, skyscrapers of the 
American heartland, watch over this world of quiet plenty.  It is a clean and 
dignified landscape, the soil's legendary richness supporting tidy farms, 
riverbank hamlets, restrained townsfolk, and a cornucopia of churches. 
  
         Carlisle, Iowa, population 3400 -- or 3407, as someone amended the 
sign after a recent six-minute baby boom -- is a town so small that the school 
sits on School Street.  To reach the Mayor, you phone his house and listen to 
a message that says:  "You've reached the home and office of Mayor Ray 
Schlicher...For City of Carlisle business, press 3."  Downtown is a four-way 
stop. A solid percentage of the citizens are retired farmers.  There are eight 
churches.  Church, and softball, are the way of life. 
  



         It is a town so small that, when asked about the high school drop-out 
rate, folks turn to one another with concern and ask, "Have we had any drop-
outs?" 
  
         "I'll tell you how modest this town is," said Mayor Schlicher, an open, 
boyish man of 39.  "I recently received a phone call from a teacher who 
planned to show a rented video to a classroom of kids.  She phoned here first 
to get a legal reading on the situation. She'd been alarmed by the FBI 
warning." 
  
  
                                                      * 
         On a residential street in Carlisle, a street that runs on beyond the 
neighborhood into the prairie, in a boxlike aluminum-sided house of perhaps 
600 square feet, live a mother, a father, a toddler, and seven very famous 
little babies.  Absolutely nothing of their presence, of their fame, is 
discernible from the sidewalk. Occasionally the street erupts into a Los 
Angeles of sound-trucks, rental cars, film crews and newscasters jockeying 
for a glimpse of something.  The occasional media log-jam is how the 
neighbors get news, since, being Iowans, they are prone not to pry.  "Oh yes, 
I came home from work one day and I saw all those trucks," recalls 
Madonna Isley, Carlisle bank teller and Bobbi and Kenny McCaughey's 
across-the-street neighbor.  "I rolled down my window and asked one young 
man, 'Is a little someone coming home today?' and he said, 'A little someone 
is already home.'"  That scene marked the arrival of Kenneth, on January 3, 
1998, the first of the world's first living septuplets to enjoy the ride home in 
a carseat from the Iowa Methodist Medical Center in Des Moines to his own 
back door. 
  
         Over the next three weeks, almost all ahead of schedule, the other 
babies came home by ones and twos.  One almost pictures the Christmas 
season, with frequent package delivery, a UPS truck pulling up every other 
day in front of the house: "Miz McCaughey?  Baby for you.  Sign here." 
And she, sighing, "Where am I going to put this one?"  Or perhaps, as one 
citizen mused, it was like someone had painted a target on the roof of the 
house, and storks swerved out of formation from all over the Midwest to 
swing low over Carlisle.  "Incoming!" 
  
         Finally, Alexis and Natalie McCaughey, to the joy of their parents, 
grandparents, and doctors, made the trip home from the hospital, joining 



Kenny, Brandon, Joel, Nathan, Kelsey, and big sister Mikayla, and bringing 
to seven the number of remarkably thriving, bright-eyed, bobbing-up little 
babies, all the same age and all looking rather alike, living in the house in 
Carlisle. 
         
         "In one year," said an onlooker, "they've gone from being a one-child 
family to being the Kennedys." 

         
         Inbetween the media events of baby homecomings, the neighborhood 
draws its curtains, the McCaughey address and phone number are not 
revealed to outsiders, round-the-clock volunteers from Missionary Baptist 
Church discreetly come and go, and a mere passer-by would not begin to 
imagine that record-breaking events are happening in the vicinity. 
  
  
         Inside the little house, on any given morning, it is warm, humid, and 
inconceivably peaceful.  In the tiny kitchen, the washing machine spins, the 
microwave beeps with warmed-up bottles of formula, Spaghetti-O's simmer 
on the stove for two-year-old Mikayla's lunch, and the window over the sink 
steams up.  In the den, TV talk shows and soaps run all day, and babies are 
everywhere.  Some babies are riding to-and-fro in a row of battery-powered 
swings in what used to be a small dining area between kitchen and 
livingroom;  some full-tummied babies are asleep sideways on the sofa, 
tightly rolled in their receiving blankets like little papooses;  one baby's bare 
legs and feet stick way out over the edge of the sofa and a pillow is over her 
face -- wait, no, that's not a real baby! it's Mikayla's  doll, tenderly placed 
there by the toddler, but more than one volunteer has done a double-take at 
the sight of it;  some babies are sprawled asleep across the shoulders or laps 
of volunteers or of their mama;  and one may still be snoozing in a hand-
made wooden cradle in a row of identical cradles in the back bedroom. 
         
         The rest of America -- other than the weird versions of it piped in on 
daytime TV -- feels far away. Life here is measured in the smallest 
increments -- ounces, minutes, and centimeters -- the tasks require clean 
hands, gentle voices, soft footfall.  A single path is possible from the back 
door into the kitchen, past the row of musical swings (doggedly replaying 
"Mary Had a Little Lamb" electronically, and not necessarily in synch; a sort 
of neonatal battle of the bands), between the color TV and the sofa facing it, 
and into the three bedrooms off a small back hallway:  Kenny and Bobbi 
McCaughey's bedroom, Mikayla's bedroom, and, as the sign on the door 



says, "Babies' Room."  In Babies' Room, three or four sucked-in 'It's A Boy' 
helium balloons still scrape feebly against the ceiling, a wall-hanging shoe-
holder displays three dozen pair of booties, and packages of new outfits are 
stacked everywhere, giving volunteers who love to dress babies a delirious 
variety to choose from. 
         
         Only the babies' mother knows one from another at a glance, and in the 
dark.  "I need to see their hairstyles," says Bobbi's sister, Michelle 
Hepworth, who took a leave from college in order to help care for the babies 
from nine to five every day, on top of her night job.  "Brandon!  Brandon!" 
says Mikayla happily, helping to burp a baby. 
         
         "No, this is Kelsey," volunteer Nora Lively, the Missionary Baptist 
Church pianist, explains kindly to her.  "This is your sister Kelsey. Can you 
say 'Kelsey?'" 
         
         "Brandon."  
         
         "Kenny thinks he knows them," says Bobbi of her husband, who bursts 
into the house after work every day, the wintry air flowing behind him, his 
overcoat smelling of snow and his face ruddy from the walk;  he seeks out 
his babies all over the house, in swings and cradles and laps, kissing each 
one on the head and greeting each by name before turning to give special 
attention to excitedly squealing Mikayla.  "The other day," said Bobbi, "he 
was holding a crying baby and saying, 'Oh Kenny, what's the 
matter?  What's the matter with Kenny?' And I said, 'Well, he wouldn't 
know.  That's Nathan." 
         
         "When I came in today," said volunteer Susan Lawrence, a public 
school teacher, "Michelle handed me a baby and said, 'Who's this?' and I 
blew it." 
         
         "You mixed up Brandon and Joel" cried Bobbi from her rocking chair, 
in mock horror.  "I am shocked." 
         
         "Well, I haven't had Joel," said Susan. 
  
  
                                                      * 
  



         Bobbi McCaughey spends virtually all day every day in her house, in 
slow but almost constant motion like a long-distance swimmer.  Like a well-
organized head nurse in a hospital baby nursery, she oversees the state of 
loving attentiveness and clean efficiency in the crowded, unavoidably 
cluttered little house. The babies are picked up, hugged, changed, given 
pacifiers or fed when they show signs of distress;  they sleep in the arms of 
volunteers;  it is, at this point, a house full of contented children, including 
Mikayla, who has no notion that younger siblings don't always arrive in 
throngs. "I thought I'd hear the house before I saw it," say visitors to town. "I 
thought I'd hear screaming a block away."  Standing in the front yard, one 
hears nothing;  from the kitchen, one hears the TV, and little noises of 
patting and cooing, and the competing metallic versions of "Mary Had A 
Little Lamb," the swings fiendishly going day and night, gaining speed, 
whether or not babies are along for the ride. 
  
         Bobbi McCaughey is tired, but happier than when she lay on her back 
in the hospital watching first a hill, then a mountain, of babies rise from her 
abdomen.  It was not unlike watching bread rise. Within the tent of her 
gown, and skin, lay -- piled upon one another like rugby players in a scrum -
- more than half a dozen of her children.  She grew, by 31 weeks, to twice 
the size of a woman at full-term in a normal 40-week pregnancy, wondering 
with alarm how far it was possible for her body to stretch.  
         
         From the day the out-sized pregnancy was confirmed, Bobbi 
McCaughey had told the doctors that selective reduction was not an option 
for her, that whatever the medical justification for it, she recognized it as 
abortion, a choice forbidden her by her religious upbringing and fervent 
belief.  Bobbi McCaughey was caught between two worlds:  the God-fearing 
Bible-believing world of her family, church, and town;  and the wonder-
working amoralism of high-tech fertility treatments.  She had turned to 
modern medicine with a most traditional hope, simply for a child.  But in the 
be-careful-what-you-wish-for sorcery of contemporary fertility treatments, 
her wish was granted seven-fold, which is to say, not exactly granted at 
all.  Wanting a normal life with children, the McCaugheys were catapaulted 
well beyond it. They were not unlike the old couple in the folk-tale, "The 
Three Wishes," who -- while envisioning a palace and horses -- end up in 
their old hut with a sausage hanging from the wife's nose. 
         
         But should Bobbi and Kenny McCaughey have reinvented themselves 
on the spot, in response to medical information?  Should they have thrown 



over God, church, community, and family, and moved onto some frightening 
new terrain in which spectacular drugs can generate human life, but in which 
that human life is not to be valued in quite the old way?  Were they to do 
this at the very  moment they needed God, church, family, and town the 
most? 
         
         With selective reduction, the McCaugheys might have brought their 
pregnancy safely into normal limits, but they would have sacrificed a core 
belief, a part of themselves, without which they may have been more 
unrecognizable to each other, even as parents of twins or triplets, than they 
are as parents of septuplets.  
         
         What the McCaugheys have tried to do, in this morally ambiguous 
realm of late 20th-century medicine, is to take the strange results of 
ultramodern remedies and to humanize and normalize them;  to see the 
proliferation of fetuses not as a kind of futuristic kink in the works, to be 
fixed technologically, but as a bounty, a blessing. 
  
         
                                             * 

  
  
         "I could handle the babies myself," said Bobbi, who is occasionally 
alone with them for an hour or two. "But, I told Kenny, I couldn't do 
anything else."  Of course, millions of mothers have said that very thing to 
their husbands regarding one baby;  millions of mothers have found that one 
baby often feels like septuplets. 
  
         The oldest of six herself, Bobbi had hoped for a family of six children. 
"But," she says, "Kenny had said, 'Six? are you crazy? no way, six is too 
many.'  I tell him now, 'You see there?  you should have settled for six.'" 
  
         She is a smart, funny, shy, and clear-headed woman who is capable of 
looking upon the preposterous side of things.  Other than a couple of outings 
she makes each week -- when extra volunteers arrive to take her place -- and 
the all-family visit to church every Sunday, her contact with the outside 
world consists in the stready stream of church volunteers and in phone calls 
from every talk show host in America. 
  



         "I heard that Jay Leno did a routine one night about two American 
women who have written books," said Bobbi.  "He presented Hilary 
Clinton's book, It Takes A Village, and Bobbi McCaughey's book, I Had A 
Village."  She and Michelle and the volunteers on the sofa, all holding 
babies, all laugh. 
  
         In town, a woman said:  "The McCaugheys were just on late-night TV 
again. On David Letterman's Top Ten List:  'How We Know President 
Clinton Is Really in Trouble.   Number six:  It's been established that he 
fathered three of the McCaughey septuplets."  This woman and her husband 
chuckled. "Now, that is funny," said the husband.  "But, you know, I don't 
know if it's Baptist funny."  Not being members of Missionary Baptist, they 
quieted down to consider.  But later, when the joke was repeated in Bobbi's 
livingroom, though several volunteers looked up horrified, Bobbi was 
laughing as she got up to go get a baby. 
  
         "I get together about once a month with some moms of quads and 
triplets from Des Moines," says Bobbi.  "One said whenever she takes her 
children to the mall, perfect strangers will come up and say, 'I'm sure glad 
it's you and not me.Õ "I liked her answer.  She says, 'So am I'" 

  
  
         What makes much of this happiness, order, and contentment possible is 
the constant and unassuming presence of volunteers from Missionary Baptist 
Church. A 140-year-old independent Baptist church, loosely associated with 
2,000 churches nationwide in the General Association of Regular Baptist 
Churches, it is the heart of a local community of about sixty Bible-believing 
families. 
  
         "We've always believed in prayer," said Pastor Robert Brown, a native 
Ohioan ordained in 1978. "This was the most dramatic demonstration to 
answered prayer I've ever seen in my life.  I say, 'God, why did we have 
seven wonderful babies born?  I don't understand it.  Who are we, that God 
would demonstrate his power in this way?" 
  
         Missionary Baptist has made the McCaughey family one of its 
ministries and some 75 people involve themselves in this form of service.  A 
"McCaughey Committee" was first established in the church last summer, 
when the congregation was let in on the news.  With Bobbi assigned to bed-
rest at nine weeks, and admitted to the hospital at 26 weeks, the committee 



organized meals for the family. When babies started coming home in 
January, the weekly schedule grew more complicated.  
  
         The McCaughey Committee now divides each day with the babies into 
four shifts:  mornings, 7 a.m. to 12 noon, one volunteer is needed alongside 
Bobbi and Michelle;  afternoons, noon to 5 p.m. two volunteers show up;  5 
to 10 p.m., two more;  and nights, 10 p.m. to 6 a.m., four volunteers cat-nap 
between feedings, sitting up on the sofas in the semi-dark with babies 
sprawled all over them, while Bobbi and Kenny try to sleep.  "She tried to 
get up the other night and help," said Nora Lively, "but we just waved her 
away.  We say, 'We can walk the floor as well as you can. Go back to bed.'" 
  
         When pick-up trucks pull onto the gravel driveway and men and 
women head toward the back-door with aluminum foil-covered dishes, the 
volunteers quickly rearrange the leftovers in Bobbi's refrigerator to make 
room for fresh home-made casseroles, soups, and pies.  And they keep 
Bobbi and Michelle company every day, sitting on the sofa or loveseat, 
following the soaps and game shows, criticizing the talk-show guests, 
clucking their tongues at the news of the White House scandal, and snapping 
soft newborn outfits onto squirmy thin-haired dark-eyed little babies and 
then off of them again.  
  
         Most of them say:  "It's brought our church community even closer 
together." "We've gotten to know people we barely knew before, people of 
all different ages." 
  
         "The babies are good, they're just so good, I've never had a bad night," 
says Madonna Isley, the across-the-street neighbor and member of 
Missionary Baptist, in her late 60s, who volunteers several shifts a week at 
the McCaugheys.  "One night three boys in their twenties were there and 
they stayed till about three a.m.  I thought, 'What good training for these 
young men!'  One had never changed a baby before.  Once he got the hang 
of it, I think he wanted to change all of them.  He said, 'He smells, I need to 
change him.' But I didn't smell anything." 
  
                                             * 
  
         What inspires them, the Missionary Baptist Church families, beyond 
the brief human impulse to give a hand when needed?  Simple kindness, and 
love of children, might account for the first few hot dinners they personally 



delivered, or for a couple of weeks working the evening shift.  But week 
after week, month after month, schoolteachers, construction workers, and 
cashiers, they sign their names to the roster passed around at church, then 
show up at the McCaugheys on schedule.  Anna Saemisch's fourth child was 
born the same week as the septuplets, she works full-time at a flower shop in 
nearby Indianola, and yet she regularly makes dinners for Bobbi and 
Kenny.  Working men and women, with families of their own, sit side-by-
side on the McCaugheys' patterned sofa all night, every night, and take 
turns, at 3 or 4 a.m., feeling their way into the Babies' Room to locate and 
rescue, by night-light, a wet and crying one.  How long can they keep going, 
since there is no end in sight to the need for them?  Indications are they can 
keep going a long time, and that more volunteers are lined up to take their 
place once the first string is exhausted. 
  
         The unflagging generosity of the volunteers comes, in part, from the 
fact that they, and their pastor, have felt themselves privileged witnesses to 
something extraordinary, something unexplainable yet magnificent.  The 
worshippers at Missionary Baptist Church in Carlisle, Iowa, have happened 
upon, they believe, an intersection at which human life encounters the 
ineffable.     
  
         Of course they comprehend that fertility drugs stimulated the ovulation 
of seven eggs simultaneously -- but that all seven should be fertilized and 
embedded, that all seven should clamor for life and, against all odds, grow 
into seven normal children -- in this astounding fecundity they detect the 
movement of a more sublime power than can be accounted for by 
pharmaceuticals. 
  
         None would argue that herein lies a more efficient path to child-
bearing and child-rearing, or that women able to conceive children normally 
should attempt to step up the natural pace. 
  
         Still, the technology is stripped of some of its Brave New World terror 
when perceived through the eyes of God-fearing people.  The demonstration 
that human life, at its very youngest and most helpless, whatever the 
technical explanation for it, yet hungers for more life, latches on, finds room 
for itself in an overcrowded chamber, unfurls, and waves its minuscule arms 
and legs, is a confirmation of something deeply felt here.  
         



         In her wildest dreams, Bobbi McCaughey didn't hope or pray for seven 
babies at once, nor for the worldwide attention they commanded.  She shied 
away from receiving a headline-seeking visit from a fellow fertility 
frontierswoman -- the British woman pregnant with eight, who sold, in 
advance, tabloid coverage of her labor and delivery, but then lost the 
pregnancy.  Nor did Bobbi imagine any outside help -- Val McCaughey had 
promised to make the rounds with her of Des Moines garage sales and 
Salvation Army distribution points.  Finding herself pregnant with seven, 
Bobbi and the congregation chose to honor the incomprehensible not as the 
working-out of unfettered technology nor as the shortest route into Guiness 
Book of World Records, but as a divine gift. 
         
         When the church's closely-held secret finally was shared with the 
world, a slight shadow was cast upon the congregation's sense of joy and 
mystery by the unexpected and harsh criticisms of outside experts. Doctors 
described the events only in terms of fertility issues, psychologists warned 
that Mikayla would feel unloved. "They referred to the babies as fetuses," 
said a church member. "The media was full of medical ethicists."  Nationally 
televised discussions over whether or not Bobbi McCaughey should have 
aborted some of her babies left the church members all the more dedicated to 
helping the McCaugheys, who understood the events exactly as the rest of 
the congregation did:  as the unfolding of something unasked-for and 
miraculous. 
  
  
                                                      * 
  
  
         It didn't feel all that ineffable and miraculous at the start, when Bobbi 
McCaughey lay half-undressed upon an examining table, the subject of a 
sonogram, as medical technicians searched for the cause of her elevated 
hormone levels and abdominal pain.  In previous visits, no fetus had been 
located in the uterus, but exploratory surgery had ruled out an ectopic 
pregnancy.  Now she was back, belly exposed, for another ultrasound of the 
uterus.         "The technician called in the radiologist and they were counting 
something," said Bobbi. "They used the word cyst.  I thought they were 
counting cysts."  ONE.  TWO.  THREE.  "I thought, oh no, not only are they 
not finding a baby, but they're finding all these cysts."  FOUR.  FIVE.  "I 
heard the word 'sac.' I realized they were counting babies."  SIX. "I said, 
'You're counting babies, aren't you?'"  SEVEN. "And they said, 'Yes.' 



  
         "At that point, I was like, 'Get me out of here.'  I wanted to get down, I 
wanted to call somebody.  I tried to call my sister, Barbara, and she wasn't 
home, so I called my mom at work.  She's a cashier at Ben Franklin's and she 
was checking out customers and when I told her, she dropped the phone.  I 
was like, 'Mom?' CRASH!" 
  
         Val McCaughey, Kenny's stepmother, picked up her shell-shocked 
daughter-in-law at the hospital and was prevailed upon to wait with her for 
Kenny to walk home for lunch.  Val therefore stood in the small kitchen, 
Bobbi stood in the livingroom, when Kenny came strolling in. 
         "He was all concerned about the baby," said Bobbi, "had they found 
it?  I said, 'Oh yeah, they found it.' 
  
         "He said, 'How many?' 
  
         "I said, 'Sit down,' but he wouldn't sit down.  He paced.  I sat down.  I 
said:  'Seven.'" 
  
         "He kind of flipped out.  He said, 'No, now this is getting way out of 
hand.'" 
  
         Out in the kitchen, Val burst out laughing.  "It was such a bizarre 
response," Val said, "I mean it was like Bobbi had come back from the mall 
with too many purchases.  'This is getting way out of hand.' But you don't 
want to laugh because you know he's just in shock."  Kenny, thunderstruck, 
went back to work. 
  
         That night Pastor Robert and Ginny Brown, phoned by Val and Kenny, 
Sr., called upon the younger McCaugheys.  "Kenny and Bobbi were standing 
in the kitchen, just dazed," said Pastor Brown, a clean-cut, businesslike, and 
articulate man.  "I said something like, 'Some news today.  How are you 
guys doing?'  Kenny was shaking his head, he just didn't know.  The 
McCaugheys live very frugally, very basic, no show;  they live within their 
means, so  his initial concern was, 'Pastor, how can I take care of my 
children?' 
  
         "The four of us stood there and determined that none of us could 
understand why in the world this would take place. We held hands and 
started praying.  For Kenny, I said, 'As far as your work and transportaion, 



let's trust God.'  For Bobbi, 'I don't know how in the world you're going to 
carry seven babies to term, but God knows.' I also said, 'Kenny, you don't 
have to tell anyone yet.  Let's just hang onto this for a few weeks and pray 
and see how Bobbi does.'  In the back of my mind, I'm thinking how fragile 
any pregnancy is at the beginning.  I thought, 'Lord, we don't know what's 
going to happen.' 
         
         "I left there with incredible respect for this young couple.  They 
weren't running to me to ask whether or not to reduce the number of babies. 
Those were things the two of them settled privately.  When you know your 
values in life, when you have your basis of belief, there's no need to 
continuously reevaluate every time you get into a situation.  They were not 
thrown into a crisis of, 'Oh now what are we going to do?' They already 
knew. 
  
         "I believe with all my heart," said Pastor Brown, "that she was 
chosen." 
  
         The McCaugheys and their parents and the Browns entered upon a few 
weeks of surreal uncertainty. Kenny sat at the computer and searched 
through the Internet for information on septuplets -- who'd had them, where 
were they, how they were managing?  He found childrens' fiction about a 
septuplet family.  On real-life families, nothing.  There weren't any. 
  
         "After they found the seven sacs that first day," said Bobbi, "the 
fertility specialist, Dr. Katherine Hauser, said possibly there weren't that 
many babies, that we might be seeing reflections.  She said she'd be very 
surprised if there were more than triplets.  So then Kenny and I told 
ourselves, 'Oh, it's only triplets.  We can handle triplets.'" 
  
         On June 5, 1997, the sonogram showed seven 
hearbeats.  This  concluded the triplet theory. 
  
         "Now I knew for sure," said Bobbi.  Still, the odds against all seven 
thriving were astronomically high.  The doctors warned that each sonogram 
might show that one or more had disappeared, had simply stopped growing 
and been reabsorbed.  "We lived from week to week," said Bobbi.  "Two or 
three seemed not to be growing as fast as the others, the doctor thought they 
probably wouldn't make it.  So it wasn't as hard to tell Kenny this time, 
'Well, there's still seven,' because we knew that by the next 



week, there might not be." 
  
         "At the beginning," said Bobbi, "it was the idea, 'Why has this been 
done to me?  Why is this happening to me?' rather than, 'Why have we been 
given this?'  It felt more like punishment or a curse than a blessing."  But 
there was no second-guessing the doctors, then or later.  "We had done 
everything exactly the same as with Mikayla, same number of shots, same 
amount of medication," said Bobbi.  "At the last ultrasound before the eggs 
released, we saw three, possibly four, exactly the same as with Mikayla.  It 
wasn't like we saw 10 mature eggs and went ahead as if we didn't care what 
happened." 
         Val McCaughey prayed: "Lord, if you're going to take all seven, please 
take them now.  Don't let this go on and on. Don't let us get attached to them. 
If you're going to take them, please just go ahead and take them now." 
  
                                               * 
  
         Week after week, the sonogram showed seven.  Bobbi's resistance to 
the news of this outrageous, absurd, flamboyant bumper crop of young life 
began to waver. Bizarrely, greedily grateful for life, she began secretly to 
feel that she wanted the babies, seven babies.  "By the end of June for 
Kenny," she says, "maybe a little earlier for me, I felt we were checking to 
see if they were all still okay."  Kenny went along for an ultrasound, saw 
tiny tendrils of arms and legs moving in their underwater life;  he had been 
asking Bobbi each week, "How many still there?" but henceforth he asked, 
"How are all the babies doing?" 
         
         At one visit, only six heartbeats were located. Bobbi, on the table, 
plunged into panic and despair.  "I knew, rationally, look, you've got six, but 
at the same time I felt, you've lost a child.  'You've got six.'  'But you've lost 
one.' Then they found the heartbeat." 
         
         Word of something strange happening over at the McCaugheys was 
leaking out. Aware that rumors were flying, Pastor Brown called the 
McCaugheys and suggested it was time to go public. 
The following Sunday, a day the congregants who were present swear they 
will never forget, Kenny McCaughey stood up in front of church.  He had 
asked the congregation to pray for his family when he and Bobbi were 
unable to conceive a child, and they had prayed and later had welcomed 
beautiful Mikayla, the result of those prayers. He had asked them to pray 



again for conception of a second child, and they had prayed;  then he had 
asked them to pray when there seemed to be problems, and they had 
prayed.  Now he stood to confirm that Bobbi was pregnant and to ask yet 
again for their prayers:  "I ask you to pray for Bobbi's health," he said, "and 
for the health not of one baby.  Not of two babies. Not of three babies, but of 
seven babies." 
         
         A hundred-some people sat in total silence staring at the man.  If he'd 
simply waved bye-bye then and ascended to heaven smashing through the 
ceiling of the church, it would have flabbergasted them only slightly less.  In 
very short order they organized the McCaughey Committee and said nothing 
to outsiders. 
         
         By August, Bobbi and Kenny, like any expectant American parents, 
were making up lists of their favorite baby names.  They compared their 
lists, combined their lists, and then shamelessly didn't eliminate any. 
  
                                                      * 
  
  
         The McCaughey babies, needless to say, do not know that they are 
famous;  nor does Mikayla, busily rushing about with crayons and sippy-
cups and baby dolls, know that she is likely the first two-year-old of the 
human species to get seven younger brothers and sisters at one stroke.  In 
fact, left alone -- if, say, this were the 19th century and Carlisle still a 
windblown prairie settlement -- the family and town would simply roll along 
normally.  The word "septuplets" is used chiefly by outsiders, by 
media;  around here they are just babies.  Even their mother loses sight of 
the novelty factor.  Someone mentioned the 63-year-old woman who'd been 
in the news for having a baby -- "I know!  That was unbelievable!  I read 
about her in the check-out line at the grocery," said Bobbi McCaughey. 
         
         Chances are the McCaughey children are headed for the same small-
town, bike-riding, church-going, hymn-singing, ball-playing, early-bedtime, 
nothing-to-do-on-Saturday-night childhood that is the natural inheritance of 
Carlisle's children, that Carlisle adults work to preserve for their children. If 
the world stays away, local knowledge of the septuplets may register chiefly 
in the feeling that there are an awful lot of kids on that block. 
         



         Of course, there will be seven two-year-olds one year -- the 
grandmothers, fearing there may be small escapees, hope fervently for a 
backyard fence once the family's new house (pledged to them by the 
Governor of Iowa and Iowa companies) is built.  Seven toddlers will need 
toilet-training.  The mind boggles at the thought of all those socks -- Bobbi 
already washes a dozen loads of laundry a week and most of the children 
aren't even wearing socks yet.  And what if half of them were to take violin, 
and the other half trombone -- even the neighbors will be reaching for 
headache tablets during practice hour.  Seven holiday pageant costumes to 
be completed for a single 10-minute first-grade performance?  More than 
200 valentines to sign and insert into little envelopes every year?  What if 
they're all selling candy, cookies, or wrapping paper in the same fund-
raiser?  Seven science fair projects, with backboards and hands-on 
demonstrations, will be due on a single day.  Will they all go out for a 
softball team or will they simply be the softball team? And when the 
McCaugheys get their drivers' licenses and take to the road, it might be only 
fair for the family to warn the rest of the townsfolk to clear out of town for a 
week. 
  
         "Large families used to be the norm around here," Bobbi reminds 
everyone.  "I'm one of six. We knew lots of families of eight and ten 
kids.  My great-grandmother had 17 children. Of  course," she says, after a 
moment's thought, "they didn't have them all on the same day." 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


